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INTRODUCTION

A national desire to reduce the volume of imported petroleum has generated a

great deal of interest in the use of alcohols as fuels for spark ignition

engines. Methanol, which could be derived from the United States' vast coal

resources, appears to be an attractive liquid fuel. Also, much interest

exists in the production of ethanol from agricultural products for use as a

gasoline extender and blending agent.

While large amounts of data have been accumulated on the combustion aspects

of these alcohols as fuels, the effects of methanol and ethanol on engine

durability have had limited investigation (1.5)*. As a result, the U.S.

Department of Energy, in conjunction with the U.S. Army, funded an investiga-

tion into the effects of these alcohols on engine lubrication and wear.

BACKGROUND

While alcohols--methanol and ethanol in particular--have been considered for

and sometimes used as automotive fuels almost since the beginning of the

automobile, usage has been restricted to periods of emergency or racing.

During these periods, little attention has been given to alcohol effects on

engine wear and deposits. While general references have been made to in-

creased wear, only a few quantitative results have been reported in the

literature, and the majority date into the 1930's (1, 2, 3, 5). Obviously,

engine metallurgy and particularly oil formulations have changed considerably

in the past 50 years. However, the same wear-inducing processes are involved

in the combustion of alcohol in current engines. Incomplete combustion

products of alcohol found in the blowby gases contaminating the engine oil

sump contain organic acids and aldehydes which can increase corrosion, parti-

cularly under conditions of moisture condensation. Additionally, since

alcohol contained in the blowby is polar, it would be expected to react with

many of the lubricant additives and thus interfere with the inhibitors nor-

mally available to control engine deposits and wear.

Underscored numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the

end of this report.
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The current interest in methanol and higher alcohols is f or their use as a

replacement for petroleum-derived fuel supplies. Therefore, the lubricant-

related problem which had been ignored or tolerated in periods of dire

necessity must now be addressed and solved before alcohol can be considered a

practical fuel for general consumer usage. During the past 5 years, as alco-

hol has again become a serious contender as an alternate automotive fuel in

the United States, some initial studies of the effects of alcohol-containing

fuels on engine lubrication have been undertaken. The work reported here was

funded by the United States Department of Energy to ascertain the effects of

alcohols, particularly methanol, on wear- and lubricant-related deposit

formation, and if problem exist, to aid the development of lubricant addi-

tives or lubricant formulations to control these deleterious effects.

EQUIPMENT AND TEST PROCEDURES

Except for the radioactive tracer work, the test engines used in this work

were Coordinated Lubricants Research (CLR) single-cylinder engines. The en-

gine characteristics are summarized in Table 1. The engines were coupled to

TABLE 1. COORDINATED LUBRICANTS RESEARCH (CLR) ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS

Displacement 42.5 in, 3

Bore and Stroke 3.80 in. x 3.75 in.
Compression Ratio 8.3:1
Piston Aluminum, 3-Ring
Piston Rings 1st Comp., Barrel-Faced Chrome;

2nd Comp., Taper Face Cast Iron;
Oil Control; Two Chrome Rails
and Expander

Cylinder Replaceable Cast Iron Sleeve
01.1 Capacity 1 Qniart (no filter)
Main Bearing Insert Labeco Part No. 8252 STD
Connecting Rod Bearing

Big End Labeco Part No. 8273 STD
Little End Labeco Part No. 8301

appropriate cradled eddy current dynamometers to provide the necessary load

control, and engine cooling was provided by tube-in-shell heat exchangers.

Air-fuel ratio control was obtained by modifying single throat down-draft

carburetors by Installing tapered needle valves In the main fuel jet. These
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needle valves could be adjusted during engine operation as needed to set the

desired equivalence ratio. Separate carburetors were used with alcohol and

gasoline due to the large difference in required fuel flow rate.

An intake manifold heating system was initially installed in the manifold of

the alcohol-fueled engine to raise the fuel mixture temperature to that ob-

tained with unleaded gasoline. This heating system consisted of a finned

aluminum heat exchanger downstream of the carburetor, an electrical heating

element imbedded in the heat exchanger, an iron-constantan thermocouple near

the intake valve, and a proportioning controller to regulate the mixture

temperature. Use of this system was later discontinued when it was found that

heating the intake air did not appear to affect engine wear.

Again except for the radioactive tracer work, engine wear was determined by

two methods. Before each test, the engine was assembled using a new cylinder

liner, piston, ring set, bearing inserts, and gaskets. The metallic component

dimensions of interest were measured at that time. The valve stems, valve

seats, and valve-to-guide clearance were also checked with these components

being replaced as necessary to maintain proper clearances. Upon completion of

the test, all of these components were removed from the engine, rated for

deposits, cleaned, and measured. The dimensional changes were assumed to be

the result of wear.

During the test, periodic samples of the engine oil were removed and analyzed

to determine the concentration of wear metals present. Since these particles

must have originated from various engine components, these measurements gave

an indication of the metal removal rate integrated over the test duration.

These measurements were felt to be more sensitive than the dimensional checks.

However, they were nonspecific in that metal removal could be detected but the

removal location and removal mechanism could not be ascertained.

The reference gasoline complied with Federal Specification VV-G-001690A and

was purchased from a local refiner. Typical inspections are given in Table 2.

The methanol fuel was purchased in 55-gallon drums as technical grade methanol

meeting Federal Specification O-M-232d grade A. The ethanol used was BATF

7



TABLE 2. UNLEADED GASOLINE PROPERTIES

ASTM VV-G-001690A
Property Test Method Unleaded

Gravity, OAPI D 287 56.8
Reid Vapor Pressure D 323 8.4

Distillation, *F(*C) D 86
IBP 99(37)
10% evap 135(57)
20% evap 161(72)
50% evap 228(109)
90% evap 328(164'

EP 373(189)
Recovered, % 98.0

Residue, % 1.0
Loss, % 1.0
Gum, mg/lO0 ml D 381
Unwashed 6.7
Washed 0.3
Sulfur, wt% D 2622 0.006
Lead, g/gal. AA 0.03
Phosphorus XRF nil

Aromatics, % (FIA) D 1319 30
Olefins, % (FIA) D 1319 3
Research Octane No. D 2699 93
Motor Octane No. D 2700 84

specially denatured formula 28A (100 gallons anhydrous ethanol plus 1 gallon

unleaded gasoline). Even though large quantities of alcohol were ased during

this program, this alcohol was procured in drums to preclude problems of water

absorption which may occur in bulk delivery and storage. All the drums were

stored in a covered area and kept sealed until ready for use. After the drum

was opened and connected to the in-house fuel supply system, the air vent was

connected to a "Drierite" cylinder to exclude moisture.

The reference or baseline lubricant chosen (Oil Code A) was a 10W-30 grade

product qualified under MIL-L-46152 and API SE/CC. Since the oil had recently

been used in an extensive field test, data existed to document the field

performance level. Table 3 shows the new oil analyses.

The majority of engine test procedures used in this research program are based
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TABLE 3. ANALYSES OF TEST LUBRICANTS

Lube Code A B C D E F G H
Properties IOW-30 IOW-30 1OW-30 1OW-30 5W-20 30 lOW-30 10W-30

Kin. Viscosity, cSt
at 400 C 68.9 71.8 67.7 67.5 26.3 106.0 71.8 56.0

at 1000C 11.7 11.0 10.4 11.2 5.9 11.8 11.8 9.95

V. Index 165 143 140 159 179 99 160 166

TAN (D 664) 2.5 1.7 2.7 2.5 0.2 2.0 2.4 3.0

£bN (D 664) 9.7 8.0 6.3

ThN (D 2896) 10.9 8.3 6.3 7.9 7.8 10.7 10.3 7.1

*API at 15.5 0C(600 F) 28.4 30.3 30.1 28.9 21.2 27.8 28.0 31.2

Sulfated Ash, wt% 1.37 0.99 0.96 1.00 1.45 1.41 1.41 1.05

Elemeuts, wt%, AA
Barium Nil Nil Nil Nil 0.91 Nil Nil Nil
Calcium 0.38 Nil 0.23 0.08 Nil 0.35 0.37 0.24
Magnesium Nil 0.11 Nil 0.12 Nil Nil Nil Nil
Phosphorus 0.17 0.14 0.14 0.11 Nil 0.08 0.17 0.13
Sulfur 0.47 0.36 0.37 0.40 0.02 0.23 0.46 0.33

Zinc (0.14) (0.20) (0.16) (0.13) Nil (0.13) (0.17) (0.14)

( ) Denotes XRF method.

on various American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) oil evaluation

test sequences. These sequences were designed to correlate laboratory oil

performances with field experience. As such, they represent well established

and widely recognized testing procedures that have some relationship, possibly

tenuous, to actual vehicle/engine operations in consumer service.

DISCUSSION OF SCREENING RESULTS

Radioactive Tracer Engine Tests

A 350-cu in. Oldsmobile engine was mounted on the radioactive tracer stand and

instrumented to obtain pertinent operating parameter data. The engine was set

9
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GAMMA RAY up for ASTh Sequence IIC operating condi-

SPECTROMETER tions(l) except that cooled valve covers

Swere not installed. A set of eight chrom-

ium-plated top compression rings were

irradiated. These top piston rings have

WELL1 chrome 51 (face of ring) and iron 59 (side

of ring) which enables the measurement of
PUMP CPM ring face and side wear simultaneously due

RECORDER

FIGURE 1. TYPICAL RADIOACTIVE to the presence of two distinct radio-

TRACER (Dual Isotope Measurement) isotopes and the ability of the instrument

to distinguish between them. The special

radioactive tracer oil sampling system was installed (Figure 1) which per-

mitted continuous readout of the wear rate of the radioactive components.

The Oldsmobile engine, equipped with standard (nonradioactive) rings, was

operated through a break-in sequence of gradually increasing speed and BEP.

The carburetion was then optimized for the two test fuels (10 percent metha-

nol in gasoline and 100 percent methanol) by increasing the carburetor jet

sizes to accommodate the higher fuel flow rates. Performance of the test

fuels was considered optimized when the same power output for gasoline was

obtained at approximately the same manifold vacuum (or throttle setting) with

comparable exhaust temperatures. Spark timing was kept at the factory-recom-

mended setting, and no change in spark plug heat range was required. For the

initial sequence of tests, a high-power, high-speed condition of 75 kW (100

hp) at 3000 rpm, with 88*C (1900F) water jacket and 104*C (220*F) oil sump

temperatures was selected. This condition was to simulate high-output con-

ditions such as highway operation or trailer towing.

Following these procedures, the radioactive rings were installed, and the

engine was reassembled. Only six radioactive rings were installed to keep

the radioactivity at a level acceptable to the sensitivity of the gamma ray

spectrometer. A brief break-in sequence for the rings was then initiated.

During the break-in of the engine equipped with the radioactive rings, the

engine exhibited severe bearing knock and was quickly shut down. Examination

revealed that the No. 3 rod bearing and journal had failed. The engine was

10



disassembled on the stand, all piston assemblies removed, and the components

thoroughly cleaned. The crankshaft and rod were replaced, and as a precau-

tion, the piston and rings were replaced. The engine was then reassembled

with six sets of radioactive rings installed. Break-in operations were re-

started using the radioactive wear metals generation rate as an indicator of

the progression of the run-in procedure. After operation for several hours

with a stable wear rate, the initial series of baseline tests with unleaded

gasoline was begun.

The results of all tests are presented in Table 4, and the face wear rates are

illustrated in Figure 2. Six baseline tests were conducted, followed by two

TABLE 4. RELATIVE PISTON RING WEAR RATES

Corrected Relative Wear Rates, cpm/hr (
1 )

Test No. Test Fuel Chromium Face Iron Sides

1 Gasoline 5,822 900

2 Gasoline 3,485 630
3 Gasoline 3,885 99
4 Gasoline 3,480 394

*5 Gasoline 5,656 1,004
6 Gasoline 4,139 327
7 10% Methanol 4,116 968
8 10% Methanol 3,669 555
9 Gasoline 4,753 551

10 Gasoline 8,384 541
11 Gasoline 22,634 472
12* Gasoline 19,807 2,542
13* Gasoline 26,940 2,513
14 Gasoline 39,274 3,489
15 Gasoline 34,845 4,233
16 Gasoline 24,998 1,844

17 100% Uethanol Nil 7,081
is1 100% Methanol Nil 12,557
19 Gasoline 8,408 5,402
20 Gasoline 6,249 5,327
21 100% Methanol 5,905 6,384

(1) Counts/minute (cpu) is a linear function of the amount of radioactive
wear debris accumulated in the engine oil; cpu/hr is a function of the
rate of radioactive component wear.

* With Oil Number 2.



tests with the 10 percent metha-
40 0 GASOLINE nol/gasoline blend. Of the six

0O GASOLINE, OILbaseline tests, four demon-
c, 36 - NO.2
3 0 10% METHANOL strated good repeatability of

, 34 -&IMTAOx A 100% METHANOL chrome face wear rates, but
=32 Tests 1 and 5 had higher wear.

The iron side wear was erratic.
d28 This situation has been observed
,26 before, and it is theorized that

<24Uj wear particles collect in the

22 ring groove and are flushed out

.20 at irregular rates. The two

10 tests with 10 percent methanol

w8 (Nos. 7 and 8) produced repeat-

6 able face wear results which

14 4 were po higher than the results
2 - from several of the baseline

0 ij te ts Sid wea wa again,
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 tests. Side wear was again

TEST NO. highly variable, but in the same
range as the baseline data. It

FIGURE 2. RELATIVE RING FACE WEAR RATES

BY TEST NUMBER was therefore decided to forego

further testing and recheck the

baseline with one or two tests prior to proceeding with 100 percent methanol.

The first baseline recheck (Test No. 9) gave wear rates that were about equal

to the average of the initial baseline values. However, Test No. 10 resulted

in a face wear rate approximately twice this average. This increase prompted

a third baseline test (No. 11), which produced a face wear rate about five

times higher than the average of the original baseline. Side wear remained

nominal throughout these three tests, and there was no indication of any

mechanical problem in the engine. Values of all pertinent operating para-

meters were virtually unchanged from previous tests.

The next two tests (Nos. 12 and 13) were performed with gasoline and a dif-
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ferent oil (a MIL-L-2104C grade 30 designated as Oil No. 2). Use of this oil

seemed to slow the test-to-test increase in face wear (although still very

high), but side wear increased by a factor of five over the average value of

previous tests.

Test Nos. 14 and 15 were conducted with gasoline and the original oil. Both

face and side wear rates increased dramatically over the average of the two

previous tests with Oil No. 2; the Increases were over 50 percent. Both

tests were characterized by continuously increasing wear rates, as opposed to

the generally stable wear rates that were obtained in other tests.

The test results indicated that fuel employed is not a factor in the wear

phenomenon observed which appeared to be one of engine-lubricant interaction.

The results obtained early in the test sequence with the 10 percent methanol/

gasoline blend clearly show that wear rates for this fuel were not increased

relative to the six baseline tests that preceded these tests or to the two

baseline tests that followed them. The unexpectedly high ring face wear

rates, much greater than the average 4 x 10-3 cpm/hr normally expected,

prompted a series of baseline gasoline tests to establish some performance

pattern. Baseline wear rate of the chromium-plated ring face peaked in Test

No. 14, then declined in Tests No. 15 and 16. Ring side wear in Test No. 16

was also substantially lower than the preceding two tests. As a result of

this apparent reversal in the pattern of increasing ring wear, two tests

(Nos. 17 and 18) were conducted with pure methanol. The ring face wear was

so low as to be essentially zero, while side wear was several times greater

than any previously observed,

These unusual results prompted an additional pair of baseline tests (Nos. 19

and 20). Face wear was definitely present, but lower than in the baseline

tests conducted just prior to the methanol tests. Side wear was below that

of methanol, but was still higher than in any previous baseline test. The

good repeatability of results in these two tests suggested that wear rate had

stabilized, so Test No. 21 was performed with 100 percent methanol. The face

and side wear for this test were very close to the previous baseline values.

13



In analyzing these results, several points should be made. First, the var-

iability in baseline wear rates continued to be rather large. The highest

such wear rate was about eleven times greater than the lowest. This varia-

tion, together with the small number of results obtained with methanol, made

a statistical correlation between wear rate and fuel type impossible. How-

ever, the face wear rates obtained with methanol were certainly no higher

than most of the rates obtained with gasoline in this speed and load cycle.

The test engine continued to operate normally, with nominal values of all

pertinent operating parameters. The cylinder bores were examined with a bore

scope and found to be in good condition, without unusual wear patterns.

Blowby flow rates had been measured on two occasions about two weeks apart

with identical nominal results for this engine operating at relatively high-

speed load. It is therefore concluded that the engine was not suffering from

a mechanical problem such as broken rings. Post-testing disassembly con-

firmed this.

The phenomenon responsible for this variability of results was very possibly

incipient ring scuff ing of one or more of the radioactive rings. This scuff-

ing could well have been a result of the earlier bearing failure. Because of

the sensitivity of the method, such scuff ing may not have been observable at

disassembly. Whatever the cause, this lack of repeatability seriously com-

promised the results. Due to insufficient time for new parts to be obtained,

further testing with the engine was halted.

The remainder of this report deals with various engine tests conducted in the

CIA engine using a variety of test cycles, fuels, and lubricant formulations.

A sumary chart with a synopsis of the results of all these tests is included

as Appendix A and will be referred to throughout the following discussion.

Wear Evaluation in the CL.R Engine

Simulated ASTh Sequence IIC

For this program, two 50-hour test sequences were initially conducted with

14



the CLR engine. This test sequence was modeled after the ASTH Sequence IIC

cycle which is normally used to evaluate the rusting and corrosion tendencies

of motor oils. This procedure is described in Appendix B. The IIC test

cycle was designed to relate to short-trip service under typical winter

conditions in the upper midwestern United States. In modifying the test

cycle for use with the CLR engine, the test speed was reduced by 100 rpm to

1400 rpm and the engine load, expressed as brake mean effective pressure, was

held constant. The water jacket temperature was held at 43"C (110F) outlet

and the oil sump temperature was maintained at the specified 49*C (120,F).

The engine was operated at these conditions for 15 hours per day until 50

total hours had been completed, 60 percent longer than the normal Sequence

IIC cycle.

Test I was conducted using unleaded gasoline only. After-test inspections

revealed light deposit levels and no measurable wear in the piston rings,

bore or connecting rod bearings. The piston deposits rated 39 using the CRC

diesel rating system. The diesel rating system was used instead of the more

conventional spark ignition piston deposit rating method because it was felt

that the diesel method provided better deposit discrimination in the piston

ring and groove areas. Varnish was rated as lacquer. Used oil analysis

revealed very little degradation (Appendix A, Pg. 3). Viscosity at 38"C

(100F) decreased by 40 percent during the first 15 hours, then decreased an

additional 3 percent during the remainder of the test. This rapid initial

loss in viscosity is normal and is attributed to shearing of the oil viscos-

ity index improver additive. Both total acid and base numbers remained con-

stant throughout the test, and the total water content of the oil reached

0.4 percent. In summary, the engine was in good condition with no evidence

of wear or oil deterioration.

Test 2 was run using 100 percent methanol as the fuel. The air/fuel ratio

was adjusted to the same equivalence ratio as the unleaded gasoline test and

an intake air heater was used to maintain the same mixture temperature. The

engine performed well with no signs of unusual combustion. At the first oil

sample at 15 test hours, the engine oil was found to have a milky color, and

analysis revealed that the oil contained 7 percent methanol and almost 8
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percent water. However, the viscosity had not fallen as might be expected

but was 75 percent higher than the 40 cSt at 380C (100"F) established in the

first test. Subsequent oil samples revealed a continuing increase in both

the water and methanol content of the oil along with increasing viscosity.

Analysis of the final drain sample showed the oil viscosity at 38"C (1000F)

was 120 cSt, a 74-percent increase from the new oil and a 209-percent in-

crease from the results of Test 1. The viscosity at 99"C (210"F) could not

be determined because the methanol in the oil sample boiled. Total base

number had dropped by two numbers while total acid number was unchanged.

Upon standing for 2 to 3 days, the oil would separate into three distinct

layers.

During the test, the engine oil accumulated both unburned methanol and water

at an alarming rate. By the end of the 50-hour period, the "oil" contained

22 percent methanol and 18 percent water (Figure 3). This methanol/water

content can be contrasted to a final water content of 0.48 percent when

unleaded gasoline was used as 501,1 0

the fuel, and the water produced

by combustion of the two fuels 20 --.." O.0

is nearly equal. It is apparent 20 1400 RPM -0
28 psi BMEP J

that some mechanism other than 119F OIL /
the engine operation was respon- GALLERY /i

sible for this rate of lubricant 15 -
dilution. A

/- ,,¢

Upon disassembly, it was found Z 10

that the entire engine was wCL
coated with a stable yellowish ,V --- 100% METHANOL FUEL/

foam that varied from 1.3 to 5.1 5- UNLEADED GASOLINE FUEL

cm (0.5 to 2 inches) in depth. '"

Removal of the foam revealed no WATER CONCENTRATION
0 -0" -y

sludge or varnish deposits ex- 0 10 20 30 40 s0

cept in the piston ring zone ENGINE HOURS

area and the intake valve tulip, FIGURE 3. WATER AND METHANOL ACCUMULATION

two relatively hot areas exposed IN THE CLR ENGINE OIL
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to the oil (Figures 4, 5, and 6). These two areas were coated with a black

tar-like deposit. Infrared analysis indicated that these deposits were not

similar to the oil, but may be related to the oil's additive package. The

methanol-fueled engine had considerably heavier piston deposits and had a CRC

piston rating of 114. While this deposit level is greater than the 39 rating

with gasoline, this is not an excessive level. Both compression rings were

sluggish, although this had not affected the blowby flow rate. The chrome

top compression ring gap increased 0.051 rm (0.002 inches) and the cast iron

second ring gap increased 0.10 mm (0.004 inches), Neither the cylinder bore

nor the bearing showed any significant wear, Apparently, 50 hours of opera-

tion were too short for extensive wear to develop.

It appears that methanol, when used in this type of cold operating cycle,

collects in the engine oil and hzlp6 retain water in the oil as well. Depo-

sit buildup as seen in thiu test could lead to stuck piston rings and re-

stricted or stuck intake val".-s.

Simulated ASTh Sequon!* VC

Following this test, Conttnental Oil Company was contacted concerning its

experiences using 100 percent methanol in the ASTh Sequence VC test (2).

Representatives reported severe ring and cylinder bore wear in two Sequence

VC tests, resulting in engine failures when using methanol. This wear was

attributed to rust developing on the cylinder walls during periodic shut-

downs. However. no discoloration of the oil or heavy piston deposits had

been observed. The tests were conducted using Continental's 1OW-30 grade

KIL-L-46152 qualified product.

Based on this information and the fact that various field tests had failed to

note any incidence of discolored oil samples, it was felt that the test cycle

should include some period of higher temperature operation. The ASTM Se-

quence VC (Appendix C), normally used for rating motor oil sludge and varnish

formation tendencies, was chosen because of the Continental Oil experience.

Table 5 shows the operating conditions as they were scaled for the CLR en-

gine. The 4-hour cycle shown is repeated four times per day followed by an

8-hour soak period.
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Test I Test 2
Unleaded Gasoline 100% Methanol

FIGURE 4. MODIFIED ASTM SEOUENCE II-C CYCLE CLR PISTON DEPOSITS - 50 HOURS

Front View

I

Test 1 Test 2

Unleaded Gasoline 100% Methanol

FIGURE 5. MODIFIED ASTh SEOUENCE II-C CYCLE CLR PISTON DEPOSITS - 50 HOURS

Anti-Thrust View
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FIGURE 6. VIEW OF CLR INTAKE AND EXHAUST VALVES DEPOSIT - TEST NO. 2

(Modified Sequence IIC Cycle - 50 Hours)

TABLE 5. MODIFICATION OF ASTM SEQUENCE VC TEST OPERATING CONDITIONS DURING

STAGES OF EACH CYCLE

Condition Stage I Stage II Stage III

Time, minutes 120 75 45
Speed, rpm 2500 ± 10 2500 ± 10 500 ± 10
Load, bmep, psi 92 ± 1 92 ± 1 11 ± 1

Oil Gallery Temp. OF 175 ± 5 200 ± 5 135 ± 5
Water Outlet, OF 135 ± 2 170 ± 2 115 ± 2
Carb Air Temp. *F 55 ± 2 55 ± 2 80 ± 5
Ignition Timing, *BTDC 28 28 6
Equivalence Ratio 1.1 ± 0.05 1.1 ± 0.05 0.8 - 0.03

Note: Operating conditions shown are intended to be mid-range values.

19
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A test using this sequence was started using 100 percent methanol as the

fuel. The engine operated satisfactorily although some problems were en-

countered in maintaining both the 1.1 equivalence ratio and the required

load. The discoloration of the used oil did not occur, but at approximately

65 hours into the test, a valve lifter began to stick and had to be replaced

after 66 hours. The lifter was free of noticeable deposits, but the reed

valve that admitted oil was sluggish and diff icult to open. The engine was

restarted, and the test continued until 100 hours was reached.

A series of five such simulated VC tests (numbered 3 through 7) were con-

ducted with the CLR engine to establish a performance baseline with both 100

percent methanol and unleaded gasoline. Three of these tests (3, 5, and 6)

used methanol, and the other two used unleaded gasoline as the fuel. They

were all conducted with lubricant A. A summary of the results of these tests

is presented in Table 6.

TABLE 6. SUMMARY OF INITIAL SIMULATED VC TESTS

Unleaded 100% Methanol
min avg max min avg max

Bore Wear, in. 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.00025 0.0004
Change in Ring Gap, in.
Top Piston Ring 0.000 0.0015 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002
2nd Piston Ring 0.002 0.0025 0.003 0.004 0.006 0.008
Change in Rod Bearing
Weight -0.0026 -0.0058 -0.0089 -0.0009 -0.0446 -0.1256

Wear Metals at EOT, ppm
Fe 51 75 99 462 570 750
Cu 39 46 53 105 195 277
Cr 5 5 6 5 11 17
Change in Viscosity, %
at 400C -34 -50 -64 -18 -20 -23
at 1000C -35 -45 -55 -22 -25 -27

Change in TAN, D 664 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 1.1 1.5 2.0
Change in Res. Oct., D 2896 -1.1 -2.0 -2.8 -1.0 -2.8 -4.6
Pent. Insols at 100 hr,
w/coag, wt% 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.65 1.59

Benz. Insols at 100 hr,
w/coag, wt% 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.10 0.48 1.12

120 at 100 hr, wt% 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.37 0.52 0.63
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The iron and copper wear metals in the f inal (100 hour) oil samples were

significantly different between the two fuels, and the test-to-test repeat-

ability was good. The increase in iron wear with methanol fuel was partially

reflected in wear of the cast iron second compression ring as evidenced by

the increase in the end gap. There did not appear to be any dif ference in

measured wear of the chrome-faced top compression ring. These results are

illustrated graphically in Figures 7 and 8. It thus appeared that this test

procedure differentiated between the two fuels in terms of wear. Also, there

appeared to be no real change in bore wear, although some difficulty was

encountered in measuring the area of the piston wall at top dead center

(TDC).

Used oil analyses showed fewer differences than expected between methanol-

and gasoline-fueled operations, other than the wear metals content. The oil

viscosity did not decrease as rapidly with methanol fuel, similar to the

viscosity results obtained in the simulated INC operations. However, the

water and methanol content of the used oil vas negligible, and none of the

emulsion formation evident in that earlier procedure was found. There was

also a small increase in TAN with the methanol fuel. The change in insolu-

bles was primarily due to one of the three engine test results and was not

repeatable.

During the first methanol test, the upper piston pin bushing in the connect-

ing rod failed. This was assumed to be an aberration and was ignored.

However, on the second test of methanol, it was again noted that the used oil

contained large concentrations of copper, and this upper piston pin bushing

is the only copper-containing material within the engine. Further testing

showed that this bushing failed a second time and was apparently being at-

tacked when methanol was used as the fuel.

When the CIA engine was initially constructed for these tests, hydraulic

valve lifters as presently used in many modern spark ignition engines were

installed. However, during the first Sequence VC engine test, difficulty was

experienced with these hydraulic valve lifters in that the fill valve in the
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lifters would stick and allow the lif ter to collapse. The engine had to be

stopped to replace the lif ters. New hydraulic lif ters were installed, and

the engine was restarted. Within a short period of time, these new lifters

had again experienced the same mode of failure. Finally, the hydraulic

lif ters were removed and replaced with solid lif ters. Apparently, methanol

was forming deposits which were leading to this lif ter sticking as the ob-

served problems have not occurred with gasoline.

As a result of this series of tests, this procedure was selected as an appro-

priate method for evaluating alcohol fuel effects on engine wear and for

screening lubricant formulations.

Alcohol/Gasoline Blends and Ethanol

To evaluat~e the effects of alcohol-gasoline blends on engine wear, blended

fescontaining either 15 percent methanol or 15 percent ethanol in unleaded

gasoine ereprepared. These fuels were then used to conduct extended dura-

tionVC-ypetests in the CLR engine.

Because of the reduced concentration of alcohol in the fuel, the test sever-

ity was increased to produce observable differences between the various

fuels. This severity increase could be achieved by decreasing the average

engine operating temperature or by increasing the test duration. Increasing

the test duration was felt more representative of field conditions than

lowering the operating temperatures. This procedure also allowed comparison

with the pure alcohol test results obtained earlier.

Test No. 20 was conducted using the 15 percent methanol blend while Test No.

21 used only unleaded gasoline to establish a baseline. Lubricant A was used

in both tests. Post-test deposit ratings showed no significant difference in

piston deposits with the methanol blend, indicating that low methanol concen-

trations may not reduce combustion chamber deposits. Wear measurements did

not show any differences in piston ring, cylinder bore, or bearing wear be-

tween the two tests. However, wear metal content in the engine oil, sup-

posedly a more sensitive wear indicator, showed a 35-percent increase in
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copper wear and a 60-percent increase in iron wear with the methanol blend.

The wear increase observed using the 15-percent methanol blend is particular-

ly interesting because these wear increases are proportional to the wear in-

creases experienced with pure methanol. Three tests using pure methanol fuel

were performed with the same reference lubricant and test cycle as the 15-

percent blend. These tests resulted in an averaged 280-percent increase in

copper wear and a 735-percent increase in iron wear. Thus, 15 percent of

these two averaged increases is a 42-percent increase in copper wear and a

110-percent in iron wear. These estimated values are close to the actual

values of 35 percent copper wear and 60 percent iron wear obtained with the

15 percent methanol blend. Obviously, drawing such conclusions from only two

tests leaves a large margin for error. However, these initial results may

indicate that wear increases are in proportion to the methanol concentration.

While these are substantial increases, it is important to note that wear with

methanol is apparently confined to periods of low temperature engine opera-

tion. These wear increases with methanol fuel blends may occur only during

warm-up periods, particularly during cold weather operation. Therefore, the

differences in wear rates when using the methanol blend may be undetectable

in the field under most conditions. This wear increase could be considered

acceptable until confirming field tests can be conducted.

Test No. 22 was completed using a blend of 15 percent ethanol in unleaded

gasoline. This was the first test conducted using ethanol. There were no

measurable differences in cylinder, piston ring, or cylinder bore wear be-

tween this test and the unleaded gasoline Test No. 21. However, in Test No.

22, the wear metal concentration in the used oil varied in an unusual way.

The wear metals concentrations increased rapidly during the initial portion

of the test, but stabilized, and in the case of iron, decreased during the

remainder of the test. By the end of the test, the apparent wear rates were

similar to those of unleaded gasoline. While this wear metal anomaly may be

due to testing problems such as sampling errors, it raises a question of

actual ethanol performance. The effects of ethanol on engine wear had never

been examined for pure ethanol fuel.
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As a result, a 100-hour engine test, No. 24, using 100 percent ethanol as the

test fuel, was conducted to evaluate the premise that ethanol behaves very

similarly to methanol as far as engine lubrication and wear are concerned.

Also, a second 240-hour test using 15-percent ethanol and lubricant D was

conducted.

All these ethanol tests showed very low wear rates relative to the same type

of tests with methanol. These wear rates, as indicated by wear metal concen-

trations in the oil, were essentially equal to those of unleaded gasoline.

This is extremely interesting, particularly in the case of the pure ethanol,

since this may indicate that with ethanol the problem of increased cylinder

bore wear was not occurring. However, the copper content of the oil had

increased with the ethanol fuels.

Lubricant Screening

With the establishment of a test procedure that appeared to distinguish be-

tween methanol and unleaded gasoline in terms of wear, the next activity

concentrated on evaluating various lubricant formulations. Several lubri-

cants were procured in preparation for testing. Table 3 lists these lubri-

cants along with physical and chemical inspections. A 100-hour Sequence VC

test (Test No. 15) was conducted using lubricant formulation B and methanol

fuel. The results of this test appeared promising in that the iron wear

metal concentration in the final oil drain was substantially less than that

obtained in the previous tests with the base lubricant. However, this test

was the first test during the program where significant lower connecting rod

bearing wear occurred. In this 100-hour period, the bearing insert lost

0.015 grams in weight. This compared with an average weight loss of less

than 0.001 gram throughout all the previous tests.

Following this test, a 100-hour VC test was completed with the base oil

lubricant A and unleaded gasoline as the fuel. Test No. 16 produced no

unusual results and helped reconfirm the baseline previously established. As

shown in Appendix A, it appeared that the wear, as indicated by used oil wear

metals content, was substantially below that of any of the preceding metha-

* nol-fueled tests.
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As a result, further analysis was undertaken with lubricant B including a

50-hour endurance run at low temperature (Test No. 17) and a base case test

with unleaded gasoline (Test No. 19). Using the low-temperature IIC cycle,

the lubricant B still accumulated large quantities of methanol and water (8.4

percent methanol, 25 percent water at 50 hours) relative to Lubricant A.

When disassembled, it was found that the entire engine was coated with a

stable yellow/beige emulsion or foam (see Figures 9 and 10) similar to that

accumulated in Test No. 2.

Lubricant C was evaluated using the 100-hour endurance test cycle, Test No.

18. This lubricant produced extremely high iron and copper wear metal con-

centrations in the oil; as a result, no further evaluations were conducted.

Next, Test No. 25 was conducted using lubricant E and 100 percent methanol.

This lubricant contained a barium-based additive system. Also, this lubri-

cant had been used successfully in the field in engines and in hydraulic

power transmission fluids (HPTF) systems. Test No. 25 had the same bore wear

as lubricant A, but it had a 60-percent reduction in iron wear metals in the

oil when compared to the baseline tests using lubricant A and 100 percent

methanol.

At this stage in the testing, a rusting problem was identified and will be

discussed in the section on "Hardware Modifications."

Hardware Modif ications

Test No. 27 was conducted using lubricant F, a MIL-L-21260B preservative

lubricant which had shown some promise in reducing corrosion due to high-

sulfur fuel. Test No. 28 used lubricant D, a magnesium-based lubricant. The

completion of these two tests revealed a higher iron wear metal accumulation

rate, but an average copper accumulation rate in the used lubricant. The

wear metals accumulating in the used engine oil did not respond as expected

to the variation in lubricant additive treatment. This appeared to indicate

that a shift in the baseline wear rate may be occurring. Therefore, Tests

No. 29 and 30 were conducted using the 1OW-30 baseline lubricant A. Test No.
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FIGURE 9. CLR - ROCKER ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 10. CLR - ROCKER COVER
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29 used unleaded gasoline, while Test No. 30 used 100 percent methanol fuel

to re-establish the baseline. Test No* 29 had 100 hours (end of test) wear

metals of 90 ppm iron and 67 ppm of copper. These levels fall between the

high and low range for all the unleaded gasoline baseline tests. Test No.

30, using methanol, had 124 ppm copper wear metal, which is about the average

for the methanol-fueled baseline tests; however, the iron wear metal accumu-

lation rate approximated the previous methanol baselines through only 64

hours. Between 64 and 100 hours, the iron content increased even more rapid-

ly. At the end xf the test, the iron content was 200 percent higher than the

highest previous methanol baseline test. This appeared to confirm a shift in

the baseline wear rate when using 100 percent methanol. Further investiga-

tions indicated that corrosive attack and rusting in areas other than the

cylinder bore were contributing to the accumulation of metals in the oil

sump. Corrosion was observed in a variety of components used in the engine.

It was desired to determine the relative contributions of corrosion and rust-

ing in various areas of engine to the total wear metals concentration. The

rust formation appeared to affect the lower temperature areas of the engine

such as the upper valve train and particularly the blowby removal and lubri-

cant fill piping. Therefore, a substitution of stainless steel for iron

components was made wherever possible in these areas. After the hardware

modifications were completed, another methanol baseline test, No. 31, was

conducted. At the end of the 100-hour test period, the test was continued

because of low iron wear metals level, until 152 hours. Disassembly showed

that piston scuff ing had occurred on the full length of all four edges of the

piston skirts and were 12.7 -m (1/2 inch) to 11.4 mm (3/8 inch) in width.

This appeared to be due to faulty casting of the piston by the manufacturer*

It was not certain if the low iron content of Test No, 31 could be attributed

to the hardware modification or was piston scuff ing related. Thus, another

baseline, Test No. 32, was conducted which used the baseline lubricant A and

100 percent methanol. This test produced a 100-hour (ROT) iron level of 320

ppm which was 142 ppm below the previous lowest baseline. The results of

Test No. 31 was thus apparently due to the piston scuff ing, but the hardware

modification had a substantial effect on the observed iron wear metals.

These tests are summarized graphically in Figure 11.
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The oils of Tests No. 27 and 28 were rerun with 100 percent commercial grade

methanol as fuel with the new engine configuration. Test No. 33 used the

magnesium-based lubricant D and was a repeat of Test No. 28. Test No. 35 was

run using lubricant F and was a rerun of Test No. 27. From the results of

these tests, it appears that in the earlier tests corrosion and rust forma-

tion was contributing to the iron particle accumulation in the used oil. By

comparing the test results which used the stainless steel components (Test

Nos. 32 and 34) with the results early in the test sequences (Test Nos. 3, 5,

12, and 13), it appears that this mechanism was responsible for one-third of

the iron wear metals observed (Figure 11). This rust formation and corrosive

attack would be expected to occur in actual engine operation, and represent a

problem which must also be addressed in oil formulation and engine design.

However, this corrosion would be expected to be very design related. It was

felt that this additional source of iron particles interfered with the in-

vestigation of wear within the cylinder bore area and should be eliminated to

the extent possible through platings and material substitutions. This mini-

mization of rust areas means that any oil formulations identified or de-

veloped in this program may control wear but not rusting. This problem will

have to be addressed, perhaps by using a IID-type test procedure if methanol-

based fuels are to be Introduced.

Since encouraging results were observed in Test No. 35, the preservative zinc

additive from lubricant F was added to the baseline lubricant A in the same

concentration as it appeared in lubricant F. This lubricant G was evaluated

in the 100-hour VC test using 100 percent methanol fuel. The preservative

additive did result in a wear metals reduction as can be seen in Figure 11.

The EOT wear iron level in the lubricant was reduced by only 35 percent from

the two previous baseline Test Nos. 32 and 34.

Test No. 38 was conducted on lubricant H using 100 percent methanol. This

lubricant is a multiviscosity MIL-L-2104C candidate and has performed quite

well in various engine testing. The wear metals accumulation levels for this

lubricant were increased by approximately 35 percent over the baseline Test

Nos. 32 and 34.
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WEAR MECHANISM STUDIES

Three possible mechanisms have been postulated to explain the observed ef-

fects. (1) Methanol or its intermediate oxidation products may attack the

metal surfaces in the ring zone, leading to corrosion and metal removal. (2)

Because of the increased volume of fuel present and the higher heat of evap-

oration, incompletely vaporized methanol may accumulate on the cylinder walls

and "wash away" the lubricant film. This would leave the surfaces unpro-

tected and adhesive/abrasive wear would follow. (3) Methanol may react with

the lubricant and its additive package and interfere with the corrosion

protection normally provided.

Evidence of Corrosive Attack

The top and second compression rings from Test No. 6 using 100 percent metha-

nol fuel, Test No. 7 using unleaded gasoline, and Test No. 8 using a 15 per-

cent methanol in gasoline blend were visually examined under 32X and 400X

magnification. These inspections indicated greater wear in the methanol-

fueled engines, as evidenced by the wider wear band on the ring faces. The

chrome-plated top rings from the engines appeared similar although there is a

definite increase in intergranular cracking of the chrome plating with the

methanol-fueled engine, particularly in the 100 percent methanol case.

Comparison of the cast iron second compression rings revealed major differ-

ences between the tests (Figures 12, 13, and 14). The ring from the gaso-

line-fueled engine showed a normal wear pattern. However, the wear surface
of the ring from the 100 percent methanol-fueled engine appeared to have been

etched. This corrosive attack is less evident but still detectable with the

methanol-gasoline blend test. This corrosive attack of the rings appears

confined to the rubbing area of the ring, and there was no evidence of sig-

nificant corrosive attack in the noncontact or nonrubbing portions. This

implies that a clean metal surface may be necessary for this attack to take

place.
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a. Gasoline-Fueled Engine

b. Methanol-Fueled Engine

FIGURE 13. CHROME-FACED COMfPRESSION RINGS
(400X Magnification)
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32X Magnification
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400X Magnification

METHANOL UJNLEADED) GASOL INI

F IGURE 14. MI CROSCOP IC EXAMINAT ION OF CAST I RON RING WFAl VFAI

(Photos reduced to 74Z of originat)
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Common Sumip Engines

Two CLR engines (Test No. 26) were configured so that they shared a common

oil reservoir while they were operated. One engine was f ueled with 100

percent methanol, the other with unleaded gasoline. Both engines had their

internal oil pumps made inoperative and shared a common scavenged oil sump

system using lubricant A. The initial oil charge for this system was 4.54 kg

(10.0 pounds), or approximately three times the 1.40 kg (3.08 pounds) of oil

normally required for a single engine. The two engines were operated at the

same brake power levels as were used in the VC tests. This procedure re-

sulted in a slightly lower indicated mean effective pressure (piston loading)

due to the reduced friction loss when not using internal oil pumps.

It was hypothesized that if the methanol causes wear by degrading the lubri-

cant, then both engines should wear equally. However, if there is a direct

methanol attack or a "wall-washing" effect, then the methanol-fueled engine

should show greater wear. During the test, the wear metals increased at a

lower rate than was expected; at 384 hours, the wear metals levels were 312

ppm iron and 70 ppm copper. One hypothesis to explain the lower observed

wear rate was that during the idle cycle, the lubricant is being reversibly

degraded and contaminated by methanol with time. This process reaches some

threshold at which point the engine begins to wear rapidly. As the engine

oil is heated during the following test phases, the oil is restored to its

initial condition, and the rapid wear is halted. This process is repeated at

each idle cycle. Because of the increased lubricant volume of this test,

there was insufficient time during the idle phase for rapid degradation to

occur; therefore, the apparent engine wear was lower. At 384 hours, the

45-minute idle cycle was extended by 90 minutes to evaluate this hypothesis.

The rate of iron increase up to 384 hours was approximately 1 ppm per hour

and, after increasing the idle time, the next cycle indicated a wear rate of

approximately 4 ppm per hour. Apparently, the increased idle cycle indicates

that the reversible degradation and the increased lubricant volume hypothesis

may be valid.

The wear metals at the end of test (461 hours) were 553 ppm of iron and 81
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ppm of copper. More wear was ob-

"H served in the rings and cylinder

wall area of the methanol-fueled

engine. This higher rate of wear

KO YCMttON dispels the claim that lubricant

degradation alone promotes wear.

The results suggest that direct

WA PIONE interaction, i.e., wall washing and/

or metallurgical attack, is a major

K ll wear mechanism with lubricant degra-

dation as an additional effect.

Blowby Diversion

Since it appeared that the combus-BLO WBY TO ANALYTICAL

INSTRUMENTS tion materials in the ring zone

produced by the use of methanol were

FIGURE 15. BLOWBY DIVERSION PISTON to some extent responsible for the

SCHEMATIC increased wear in that area, a

system for sampling the gases in the ring zone of the CLR engine was in-

stalled.(8) This sampling system, shown in Figure 15, consisted of a blowby

expansion and collection chamber in the piston connected to the exterior of

the engine via a sliding tube arrangement. The gases passed through this

tubing to a collecting system located adjacent to the engine. The tubing

located within the engine was brass, while the external tubing and associated

plumbing was either Teflon @ or stainless steel. Such a sampling system

cannot assure a quantitative measure of the gases present in the ring zone

since the combustion products may continue to react and change in composition

during the extraction process. However, this system should nevertheless pro-

vide an indication of the original gas composition.

With the installation completed, the CLR was started on Test No. 9, using the

modified VC sequence and 100 percent methanol as the fuel. Blowby samples

were taken for analysis beginning at 13 and 98 test hours. At each sampling
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point, two complete sets of samples were taken; one during the high speed

portion and a second during the idle period. The blowby gas was passed

through a series of three progressively colder condensers (0*C to -40*C) and

the remaining gas collected in sampling bags. The contents of the condensers

and bag were available for analysis.

The gaseous blowby was analyzed by gas chromatography for light hydrocarbons,

by the DNPH (dinitrophenylhydrazone) method for aldehydes, and by standard

exhaust gas techniques for unburned hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, carbon

monoxide, carbon dioxide, and oxygen. This gaseous blowby from the idle por-

tion of the cycle was found to contain approximately 30 to 190 parts per

million oxides of nitrogen, 2 percent carbon monoxide and over 4000 parts per

million unburned hydrocarbons. DNPH analysis showed concentrations of formal-

dehyde as high as 440 parts per million with lesser quantities of higher

molecular weight aldehydes. GC analysis of the gas also showed significant

concentrations of methane, ethane, propane, and acetylene. The liquid con-

densate from the blowby was also analyzed for total acid number and by gas

chromatography. Total acid number was in most cases higher during the 2500

rpm period than from the idle portion. Total acid numbers ranged between 0.6

and 2.5 except for one point of 23.9. The GC analysis of this condensate

also showed concentrations of methanol, formaldehyde and acetic and formic

acids in relatively low concentrations.

Vaporization

As a final example of this continuing mechanism study, an attempt was made to

investigate the effects of preventing liquid methanol from entering the com-

bustion chamber. When methanol is carbureted into the engine, there is a

possibility that liquid droplets enter the combustion chamber or that liquid

condenses on the relatively cold chamber walls. A CLR engine was fitted with

both a carburetor and a methanol-vaporization system. The methanol vapor-

ization system consisted of a boiler and a superheater section, both of which

were heated electrically. When operating on the vaporization system, metha-

nol vapor was supplied at the intake valve of the engine at a state with a

sufficient degree of superheat to ensure that no condensation occurred in the
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combustion chamber. Operating in
TABLE 7. OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR this mode effectively prevents

CLR TEST SERIES TR liquid methanol from collecting on

RPM 1550±25 the cylinder walls and "washing
Load 1.36±0.15 kW

(2.5±0.2 Hp) away" the lubricating film. Figure
Air/Fuel Ratio 5.0±0.2 16 is a schematic of the methanol
Oil Temperature 57*C(1350F)
Coolant Temperature 46°C(115"F) vaporization system.
Superheater Outlet
Temperature 149*C(300°F)
Superheater Outlet With this arrangement, two 50-hour
Pressure 86 kPa(12.5 psi) wear tests were performed. In Test

No. TR-1, the engine was fueled

using the methanol vaporization system. In Test No. TR-2, the engine was

fueled with neat methanol using a standard carburetor with primary jet con-

trol. Both tests shared the same set of operating conditions, listed in

Table 7.

Figures 17 through 19 show the results of the oil analysis performed over the

duration of each test. In the case of vaporized methanol test (TR-l), the

water, methanol, and iron content of the lubricating oil remained constant.

The results of the test using the carburetor (TR-2) showed large increases in

the water and methanol concentration and no change in the iron content up to

36 hours. At 36 hours, the methanol concentration in the oil reached 18

percent, and the water content peaked at 43 percent, with the oil accounting

for only 39 percent of the sump content. The presence of liquid methanol

in the combustion chamber thus resulted in rapid lubricant dilution. At this

point, the water and methanol concentrations began to decrease and the iron

wear metals concentration began to increase rapidly. This wear increase may

have been the result of poor lubricating quality of the oil-water-methanol

mixture rather than any attack or action by the methanol alone. However,

this result indicates that methanol fuel use can result in severe lubricant

dilution at operating temperatures that are not unrealistic for cold weather

operations. It is less clear that the state of the methanol-air mixture

entering the combustion chamber is important in the observed wear, since

there was little difference in wear between the two engine tests until the

36-hour point.
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CONCLUS IONS

When evaluating these results, it must be realized that the test cycles used

in this work were designed to correlate oil performance with field experi-

ence, This lab-to-field correlation may not exist when operating with vary-

ing fuels. The relevance of these tests can be verified only by conducting

the types of field tests that were originally used during the test develop-

ment. It appears that insufficient controlled methanol-fueled fleet testing

has been conducted with the ambient and operational conditions necessary to

validate or refute these results. Until such tests have been conducted, the

conclusions drawn from this work should be viewed as indicators of possible

field behavior.

These dynamometer tests indicate that the use of pure methanol as a fuel can

result in large increases in engine wear and wear metal accumulation during

low-temperature operating periods. This increased wear occurs primarily in

the piston ring and upper cylinder bore area.

This increased wear caused by methanol does not appear to be accompanied by

major irreversible degradation of the lubricant. However, the mechanism

studies indicate that the lubricant does affect the wear rate. This lack of

bulk oil degradation before the onset of wear implies that solutions to this

wear problem are not achievable simply by increased additive treatment level

or more frequent oil change intervals.

Methanol can also cause rust formation as well as wear. The extent of rust

formation is dependent on the materials present and the metal and lubricant

temperatures during engine operation. Therefore, this rusting phenomena

would be design-dependent and vary in intensity from engine to engine. These

engine test results, as currently obtained through wear metals measurements,

appear to combine information on engine wear and nonrubbing area rust. This

tends to complicate the analysis of the test results and may make development

of solutions more difficult. Unfortunately, this engine test sequence does

not appear to produce excessively high measured wear in short time spans with

methanol.
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The mechanism studies generally indicate that methanol or its intermediate
combustion products directly attack the piston ring and cylinder bore area

rather than first degrading the lubricant, although the mechanism of this

direct attack is unclear at this time.

The blovby produced from methanol contains at least formaldehyde and formic

acid. These materials are capable of causing corrosive attack within the

ring zone, the area of highest concentration.

Ethanol, either by itself or blended with gasoline, does not appear to in-

crease piston ring and cylinder bore wear in these tests.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The results obtained in these single-cylinder engine test need to be confirmed

in both full-scale multicylinder laboratory engine tests and controlled field

tests. Also, the engine operating conditions which promote this increased

wear need to be thoroughly mapped so that valid estimates of the severity of

the problem in actual field service can be made.

The alcohols used thus far in this program have been as pure as possible to

isolate the actual alcohol effects. This purity level is unrealistic for

actual fuels. The effects of other potential alcohol fuel components, par-

ticularly water, need to be investigated. A distinction should be drawn

between wear in rubbing areas and metal removed by rusting in nonrubbing

areas. Each of these problems should then be attacked separately.

More basic studies of the mechanisms by which methanol fuel results in in-

creased engine wear need to be conducted. This information appears to be very

important in developing effective lubricant solutions.
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CLR ENGINE TEST RESULTS SUMMARY---TESTS I - 5

Test No. 2 3 4 5

Test Cycle 1IC LIC VC VC VC

Fue Unleaded 1002 N 100% K Unleaded 1002 N

Lubricant Code A A A A A

Test Duration, Hr so s0 100 100 100

Change in Ring End Gap, in.
Top Piston Ring 0 0.002 0.002 0 0.002

2nd Piston Ring 0 0.004 0.008 0.002 0.00

3rd Piston Ring ND WD RW No ND

Change in Rod Bearing #0.0450 -0.0010 -0. 1256 -0.0026 -0.0073

Wear etals, pp.
Fe 50 120 62 51 500

Cu 50 60 277 39 105

Cr 50 50 5 5 17

Viscosity, cSt NOe Used New Used New Used New Used New Used

40*C(100*f) (6-9.3) (39.0 (69.3 TW.T) (69.3) (53.5 (69.3) ?'45 (69.3) *rMrn*G
100C(210) (11.7) (7.6) (11.7) -- (11.7) (8.5) (11.7) (7.6) (11.7) (9.1)

TAX (D 664) 2.4 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.4 3.7 2.4 2.5 2.4 3.5

TBN (D 2896) 10.8 10.4 10.6 8.6 10.6 9.8 10.8 9.7 10.8 6.2

Petaess Insole/Cos. WiZ 0.046 0.047 1.59 0.019 0.05

Benzene Insols/Coag, vt2 0.019 0.077 1.12 0.016 0.10

1.f, (H20). vt 0.40 19.1 0.57 0.40 0.63

Lubricant Additives, .tZ (new) AL-6377-L AL-6377-L AL-6377-L AL-6377-L AL-6377-L

S 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51
p 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19

Be Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil

Ca 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37

Mg Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil

Z 0.14O. 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14

Notes 1 2.3 3
Texaco Texaco Texaco Texaco Texaco

ML-9 ION/30 ML-9 1OW/30 ML-9 10W/30 ML-9 10W/30 ML-9 1011/30

Bore Wear (Top Only) 0.0005(0.0005) --- 0.0004(0.0004)

Notes: 1. At the end of test, lube contained 19.I 820 and 22.22 NeON and formed yellow emulsion.
2. Hydraulic litter sticking at 5.4 hr and 83 hr.

3. Piston pin seized in bushing.

4. Blowby diversion piston installed.
5. txhaust valve stuck in guide.

6. alls cycle owitted from VC sequence.

7. At end of test, tube contained 25.1 8 0 and 8.4 MeOH and formed yelinw emulsion.
S. Unusual weer metal trend, possible wnapling problems.
9. At 383 hr% the idle cycle was extended to 135 minutes to try dad increase wear.

10. Wlowby and nil breather iron tube replace with stainless steel.
It. Piston was scuffed on 4 edges (bad piston).
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CLR ENGINE TEST RESULTS SUMMARY--TESTS 6 - 12

Oil Gallery TeOM tatu.re Changed

Test ft. 67 8 9 12

Test Cycle VC VC 1lC VC VC

Fuel 100Z M! Unleaded 15% H 1002 N 10021 H

Lubricant Code A A A A A

Test Duration, Hr 1o 100 50 100 1OG

Change in Ring End Gap. In.
T
op Piston Ring 0.002 0.003 0 0.001 0.004

2nd Piston Ring 0.004 0.003 0.006 0.004 0.005
3rd Piston Ring ND ND ND MD

Change in Rod Bearing -0.0009 -0.0089 -0.0024 -0.0104 -1147

* Wear tetals. ppm
Fs 750 99 3 --- 472
Cu 203 53 1 - 74
Cr 13 6 1 -- 30

Viscosity, eSt flow Used HOW Used New Used now Used Noe Used
40*C(00) (69.3) (55.0) (69.1) (2.0 UWTC T TT TA7 Y T!XIT NTT- 61.1
100*C(210'F) (11.7) (8.7) (11.7) (5.3) (11.7) (7.8) (11.7) boiled 11.4 7.6

TAX (D 664) 2.4 4.4 2.4 2.1 2.4 1.9 2.4 - Z.4 2.5

TEN (D 2896) 10.8 8.0 10.8 8.0 10.8 10.5 10.8 -- 10.8 4.4

Pentane lnsols/Coag, wt
Z  

0.31 0.03B 0.03 0.50 0.15

Benzene Insols/Coag. ut% 0.2) 0.030 0.03 0.46 0.12

Kh.. (R2 0), wut 0.37 0.50 0.63 0.20 0.56

Lubricant Additives, vt' (now) AL-6377-L AL-6377-L AL-6377-L AL-6377-L AL-7161-L
S 0.51 0.3] 0.51 0.51 0.53
P 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19
go Nit Nil Nil Nil Nil
Ce 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37
". Nil Nil wit Nil Nil
Zn 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14

Notes 3.5 4
Texac, Texaco Texaco Texaco Texaco
ML-9 1OW/30 ?L-9 IOW/30 4L-9 101/30 ML-9 1OW/30 ML-9 10/310

bore Wear (Top Only) 0.001(0.00015) 0.0002(0.0002) 0.00003(0.0005) 0.0003(0.0005) 0.00025(0.0003)

Notes: 1. At t:,e end of test. lube contained 19.1% H20 end 22.2% 11.0R and formed yellow emulsion.
2. Hydraulic litter sticking at 5.4 hr and 63 hr.
3. Piston pin seized In hushing.
4. Slmoby diversion piston installed.
5. Exhaust valve stuck in guide.
6. rolls cycle omltted from VC sequence.
7. At end of test. tube contained 25.1 NO 0 and 8.4 MeSH end formed yellor eulqton.
S. Unusual wear metal trend, possile eaMins problems.
9. At 383 hr4 the ide cycle ats extended to 135 minutes to try and increase wsar.
10. Slouby and oil breather iron tube replace with stainless steel.
It. Piston was scufrfed on 4 edges (bed piston).
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CLR ENGINE TEST RESULTS SUMIARY--TESTS 13 - 17

Test No. 13 14 15 16 17

Teat Cycle V V VC IIC

Pel 1002 N 1001 N loo N Unleadd 1002 W

Lubricet Code A A B A I

Teat suretioa. ar 100 100 100 100 SO

ae"m In M Ind Gap. IA.
Top Piste King 0.000 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.001
2ad Pistee 3 8 0.003 0.003 0.005 grokee 0.003
3rd Piston Rlg a n 0 UID

Qam in And learing 00.0007 -0.0025 -0.0150 -0.0049 +0.0005

Wear Ntal. ppm
re 477 177 133 22 149
Ca 91 47 67 is 10
Cr 0 21 13 oil Nil

Viscosity, cSt ft. u" Nd us" man usw Mae Us" Sae Nw id
G4IC(00P) UrT Wiir ,:3- yrsv TT Ur uTT W TrTT r
100C(210*7) 11.4 9.2 11.4 9.2 11.0 10.2 11.4 7.6 11.0 -

TAN (D (64) 2.4 2.5 2.4 3.5 1.7 2.5 2.4 2.3 3.3 2.7

Tax (0 296) 10.8 3.1 10.8 3.1 8.3 8.8 10.8 10.2 7.4 6.3

Peetce laagla/Cog. mc 0.11 048 0.26 0.00

lNNmu losola/Coag. vt? 0.15 0.03 0.21 0.06

K.F. (N20). at? 0.25 0.13 0.34 0.73 25.1

Lubrtcant dititevs, v? (aw) AL-7161-L AL-7161-L AL-7339 -L AL-7161-L AL-7339-L
S 0.53 0.53 0.36 0.53 0.36
P 0.19 0.19 0.14 0.19 0.14
3m Wil Nil Il Nl1 Nil
Ca 0.37 0.37 Nil 0.37 Nil
ft Nil Nil 0.114 Nil 0.114
ze 0.14 0.14 0.18 0.14 0.18

notes 6 7
Texaco Texaco Sanoco Texaco Sumoco
ILL9 101/30 3L-9 10V/30 Z892-79 HL-9 10/30 1892-79

Bore Var (Tp Oly) 0.0002(0.0003) 0.00026(0.00035) 0.0000(0.0000)

Notes: 1. A the mad of test, l ube coastied 19.12 N0 and 22.22 NeO and formed yellow -- lstee.
2. Upiraulic litter sticking at 3 .4 hr sad g3

2
hr.

3. Piston pie "ed In buehisg.
4. lmby diversion plton Intalled.
5. Ihmet rely stock io guide.
6. Gelle cycle emitted from VC Seqence.
7. At end of test. lube contaeied 25.3 1 0 sad 6.4 NoW ad ftred yellow meulete.
S. timeal wear otal treed. poeible sdltim problem.
9. At 33 bra the idle cycle e an etended to 135 inutee to try ead iUcree mat.

10. bloby ad oil bsatther Iran tube replace with stailec steel.
11. Pltee was scuffod c A edsp (bad plstoe).
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CLR ENGINE TEST RESULTS SUHKARY---TESTS 18 - 22

Test N. 16 19 20 21 22

Test Cycle VC VC VC VC VC

P4el 1002 M unleaded 152 H Unleaded IS Eth

Lubricant Code C I A A A

Test Duration, Nr 100 100 240 240 240

Chaose tn Ring Ed Cap, in.
Top Piston King 0 0.001 0.003 0.003 0.002
2nd Piston Mtins 0.005 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.005
3rd Piston ling 01010 0.002 0.009 0.006 0.007

Change in Rod Beaing -0.0067 -0.0016 -0.0054 -0.0037 -0.0122

Wear metals. ppm
Ie o00 33 lIe 74 78
Cu 170 35 60 64 41
Cr 10 10 otl M11 N11

Viscosity. cSt NOW Used New Used New Used nw Used New sed
40'C(100'F) 6T. -7 '--T- u. -1 rIT-" "r'Tr"- rT- rr'T-- 6
100*C(210IF) 10.4 21.1 11.0 24.6 11.4 8.3 11.4 9.6 11.4 8.9

TAN (D 664) 2.7 3.1 3.3 3.5 2.4 4.5 2.4 5.3 2.4 3.6

TBN (D 2896) 6.3 1.9 7.4 6.3 10.9 8.9 10.9 10.1 10.9 9.1

Pentane Insols/Coas, Utz 0.14 0.12 0.02 0.01 0.03

Baenene Insolo/Coag. vtl 0.08 0.05 0.01 0.002 0.02

i.y. (y3 ), wt 0.22 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.37

Lubricant Additives, vtX (new) AL-7320-L AL-7339-L AL-161-L AL-7161-L AL-7161-L
S 037 0.36 0.53 0.53 0.53
P 0.14 0.14 0.19 0.19 0.19
Ia Nil Ni1 Nil Oil Nil
Ca 0.23 Nil 0.37 0.37 0.37
"a Nil 0.t14 Nil oil Nil
Zn 0.15 0.18 0.14 0.14 0.14

Notes
Lubrisoil Sunoto Texaco Texaco Texaco
38364 X892-79 MO-9 10W/30 NL-9 1A/30 HL-9 lOW/30

bore Wear (Top Only) 0.0000(0.00004) 0.0000(0.00003) 0.0002(0.0002) 0.0002(0.0002) 0.0001(0.0001)

Notes: 1. At the end of test, lube contained 19.11 8 0 and 22.22 eON and fortad yellow allson.
2. Hydraulic lifter sticking at 5.4 hr and 83

2
hr.

3. Piston pin seized in bushing.
4. 81oby diversion piston installed.
5. haust valve stuck in guide.
4. elis cycit oittted froe VC sequence.
7. At and of test, lube contained 25.1 N 0 and 8.4 NeON and foreed yellow salsion,
. Unusual wear ntal trend. poesible oanling problem.

9. At 383 hr. the idle cycle was extended to 1335 enute to try and increase wear.
10. elowby and oil breather iron tube replace with stainleas steal.
11. Piston was scuffed on 4 edges (bad piston).
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CLR ENGINE TEST RESULTS SUMARY--TESTS 23 - 27-1

26-Coms Sump

Test So. 23 24 25 .. !l s __Em_2 27-1

Test Cycle VC VC VC VC VC VC

Fuel i% Ith IOU21 a0t N 1003M Unleaded 1001

Lubricant Code D A I A A F

Test Duration. Mr 240 100 100 462 462 100

Change in Ring led Gep, is.
Top Pistos Ring 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.006 0.002 0.006
2ed Piston Ring 0.003 0.004 0.008 0.008 0.003 0.008
3rd Piston Ring 0.004 0.005 0. 0.018 0.010 0.013

Change t Nod Reering -0.0012 -0.0013 -0.0013 -0.0070 -0.0113 0.0075

Wear etals. ppm ZIF AL
Fe 64 62 176 553 553 T3_1 122n
Cu 56 77 21 SI 81 52 45
Cr Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 45 23

Viscosity. cst New Used O u N w Used Naw Used Now Used

40C(100-P) =6 3. 6. Tr w ir - IrT TrT- W - *67u r
100-C(2107r) 11.2 8.4 11.4 9.4 6.2 6.2 11.4 8.1 11.8 11.9

TAX (0 664) 2.5 3.3 2.4 2.0 0.2 0.8 2.4 20.7 2.0 6.0

THN (D 2894) 7.9 6.6 10.9 7.8 7.8 2.2 10.9 10.7

Pentane lmnols/Coag. Vit 1.51 0.03 - 0.09 0.94

Rensene Insols/Coa. wtZ 0.64 0.03 0.08 0.63

.F. ( 2 0) Vt - 0.28 0.36

Lubricant Additives. vIZ (new) AL-7295-L AL-7161-L AL-5075-L AL-7161-L AL-7326-L
S 0.40 0.53 0.05 0.53 0.23
P 0.41 0.19 0.01 0.19 0.08
Be oil Nil 0.84 Nil 0.0025
Ca 0.09 0.37 0.01 0.37 0.35
V8 0.12 Nil No Nil Nil
Zn 0.12 0.14 0.01 0.14 0.13

Notes 9
Conoco Texaco NIL-L-46167 Texaco NIL-L-21260B
Tracon HL-9 O/30 Arctic 54/20 NL-9 10W/30 Preservative

Hors Wear (Top Only) 0.0001(0.0002) 0.0002(0.00025) 0.0001(0.0001) 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000

Notes: 1. At the end of test, tube contained 19.1% N 0 and 22.22 l480% and formed yellow emulsion.
2. Hydraulic lifter sticking at 5.4 hr and 83

2
hr.

3. Piston pie seized In bushing.
4. Blowby diversion piston installed.
3. Ehaust valve stuck In gulde.
6. Glls cycle omitted from VC sequence.
7. At end of test. lube contsined 25.1 N 0 and 8.4 MmOM and formed yellow malsiom.
B. Unusmal uesr outal trend, possible sapling problems.
9. At 383 bra the idle cycle ws extended to 135 miuton to try and increase wear.
10. mlowby md all breather iron tube replace with stainless steel.
[I. Piston ws scuffed on 4 edges (bed piston).
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CLR ENGINE TEST RESULTS SUMMARY--TESTS 28-2 - 32

Teet 8o. 28-2 21-2 30-1 31-1 32-

Test Cycle VC VC VC VC

Fuel 10011 M Wneaded 1002 N 1001 H 100 H

Lubricant Code 0 A A A A

Test Duration. Ir 100 100 100 152 100

Change to 1L Rod Gap, in.
Top Pintos Sto 0.017 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.002
2.d 1isto. 11.4 0.010 0.0 0.005 0.008 0.004

3rd Pist.. Rug 0.017 0.001 0.010 0.013 0.010

Change i Rod searlug 0.0095 Lon -0.0065 Los -0.0227 .0.0032 -9.0068

weer metas, pp. X" AA 44 up 4 AA Up

C. 194 180 67 51 124 125 50 47 41 32
Cr 93 63 -- 2 - 8 - 3 - I

Viscosity. cSt Now I d Raw Nee Med Raw Used New Used
40"C(100"F) Y 1 .i Ue Ir Ud iTr e
100*C(2I0*P) 11.2 9.8 11.4 7.6 11.4 8.0 11.4 9.2 11.6 9.2

TAN (D 64) 2.05 8.2 2.4 2.6 2.4 6.6 2.4 3.2 2.4 3.2

TIo (0 2896) 7.9 0.05 10.7 3.0 10.3 1.3 10.7 2.6 10.7 4.1

Petme Ieeols/Coss. wts 0.30 0.06 0.74 0.22 0.23

Boea.se [ee"s/coag. cst 0.21 0.04 0.25 (0.19) 0.22

I.F. (120)- ot 0.46 0.17 0.36 0.23 0.4

Lubrtcant Additives. tt (new) AL-7295-L AL-7161-L AL-7161-L AL-7161-L AL-7161-L
S 0.40 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53
1 0.11 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19
8" Nil oIl Nil 811 Nil
C. 0.09 0.37 0.3? 0.37 0.37
"a 0.12 Nil Nil 1 1 81
Ze 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14

Notes 10. 11 10
Cowoco Teaco Texses Texaco Trxoco
Teraco L-9 1O/30 HL-9 10/30 NL.9 100/30 W0-9 10I/30

&ore Wear (Top Oly) 0.0006 0.0000 0.0000 0.00017

Votes: 1. At the sod of tet. , be contained 19.12 80 sd 22.22 No" sad foreed yello" wualetoe.
2. lydrasltc lifter sticking at S.4 hr and 83

2
hr.

3. Pito pi seized in bushin.
4. 107by dIotrelon piston istslled.
S. I -hau t "l". stuck in guide.
1. Golie cycle oitted frm VC sequence
7. At and of tet, tube contained 25.1 N 0 sad 8.4 9we and formed ysllow eule.
6. uses'l war m1: trend, possible olJpli.S problms.
9. At 383 his the Idle cycle me extended to 135 selutee to try end increse wer.

10. hlooy sad oil breather tron tube replace with scaeless stel.
II, PiStos s scuffed on 4 edges (bd piston).

A-8
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CLR ENGINE TEST RESULTS SUMMARY--TESTS 33 - 38

Test No. 33 34 35 36 37 38

Tet Cycle VC VC VC VC VC VC

?el £oo% K 1000 1 £000 N Phillips J £002 N £002 m

Labricant Cod. D A-I 7 A-1 A-I * Zinc H

Test Duration. iIr £00 100 £O0 100 100 100

Chee in Ring lod Gap. i.
TOp Piston Ring 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.003
2nd Piston Ring 0.003 0.03 0.004 0.004 0.006 0.007
3rd Piston Ring 0.005 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.016

Chsnes In Rod learing -0.0022 -0.0113 -0.0080 -0.0024 -0.0051 -0.0235

Wear Hotel., ppa X AA 18? AA 08? Ah Xl? AA II AA X8 AA
F. 324 4 TIT TO . 3 1 1 43 37 r
Cu 70 44 68 49 38 20 33 16 62 40 67 71

Cr 4-- 16 2 - £ - 2 - 3 3

Viscosity, cSt Ne Used H. Used Now Used MO. Used Nev Used N., Used

60.C(100-F) irs M6 97 3Tf IET 1U r T T5:T- T!7 W17- 6. 3 U 7
100C(201

)  
11.2 9.5 11.7 9.7 11.8 11.4 11.7 8.1 11.8 9.96 9.95 9.1

TAN (D 664) 2.5 2.7 2.5 2.9 2.0 2.29 2.5 2.13 2.4 0.95 3.0 3.2

TIN (D 2806) 7.9 3.1 9.7 2.4 10.7 4.02 9.7 4.18 8.0 2.58 7.1 1.74

Peontse Zosols/Cog. .tz 0.08 0.20 0.44 0.07 0.66 0.05

Bease losol/Co05. ,% 0.07 0.18 0.40 0.07 0.61 0.05

1.?. (H20). 't' 0.19 0.25 0.15 0.48 0.50 0.28

Labrireet Addftiree. st2 (new) AL-7295-L AL-8932-L AL-7326-L AL-8932-L AL-9092-L AL-O24-L
S 0.40 - 0.23 - 0.33

P 0.21 0.16 0.08 0.16 0.17 0.13

ft Nil - Nil --- Nil

Co 0.09 0.37 0.35 0.37 0.37 0.26
0O . 12 Nil N1 Nil - Nil

Za 0.12 O.146 (0.13) 0.146 0.185 0.14

Note £0 10 10 10 10 10
Cowoco Texaco MIL-L-212608 Texaco A-? Zinc 8ob1l
TVt., IL-9 1OW/30 Preservative HL-9 108/30 Additive OsIvac-I

Bor* wer (Top Only) 0.00007 0.00018 0.0001 0.00003 0.00018 0.00025

Notes: 1. At the eod of test. , uhe tained 19.1% HO snd 22.2t NaO and fored yello emiulsion.
2. Hydraulit 11ft., *tickhn at 5.4 hr end 83

2
5r.

3. plit:o p1 "lad in bushing.
4. Biowby dIversion pstn'.5 :tslied.
S. et ".I- Ituck Is gold.
6. Golle cycle oittod from VC seq.ce.
7. At and of test, job. contained 2S.1 R 0 and 8.4 YW and fored yello muision.
N. r'soal 5. setel Itend. posie e;p11ng proble.
9. At 383 hr. the idie cytl e x sotended to 135 liauteo to try and increase wear.
1O Iloehy sd .I breather iron tube replecs ith stainless steel.
1. Pisto. ed s. fed O.4 edges (bad piston).
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APPENDIX B

REFERENCE SEQUENCE IIC TEST METHOD

REFERENCE SIUUNC1 tIC TEST nETntb purpse. Purchase orders, placed woith an Oldsmobile dealer (far complete ongines,
short blocks, and other special pats) sould contain the Following statemenat, eanginas

Noemrber, 1971 to be used for oil test puerpasesa, and directed to Orde Deprmeest Ssuperrw, Geneal
Meteor, Fts Diits., 6060 Brisol Read, Flint, Michigan, 48554. Short blackss we

I. SCOPE designated under, part mnmber 39%230.

This waethed detscribes a" engine test procedure For evaluating the rustillig amd
corosion characteristics of rootr oils. Informatotln Letters wre periodically Speed, rp r ........................ ................. 1500: 20
published by Gonera Matro (1) to provide additional ntow, inoation piertalinrn Load, bhp........................................ 25 *2
to thse test procedure. Oil, to engine, after filter, deg. F....................... 120 - 2

Oil Psumparltlet, psi................................... S50. 10
2. SUMMARY Of MEiTHOD Cootant, jacket out, deg. F............................. 110. ;

Coolant, jacket in, deg. F.............................. v 10 *
Ptia to each tast rn, thes engine is caompletely di~ssabled, solvent-cltoned, Coolant, jacket flaw rate gpes...........................860 1
m~eaowed, and rebuilt in sttict accordonc. with turnishsed tpecitications. Following Coolant, crostisar art, deg. FPat gpo ...................... 109 - 2.a,
this preparation, the -%iln is installed one. dynewnstr test sltodl quipped with 3.0 5
ttue apprajeiota accessories tar controlling speed, load, and other rtio., angina- C"olan, "osowe Pressure Outlsit, psi..................... 2.5 0.5
operating conditions. The engine is operated sontinuoursly for 26 haters sner conditions Coolant, breather tube ast, deg. F at gpn .................. 60- 2 at
of mooderate engine speed, partially watered-up jacket coolant temoperature, an 3.0- 0.5
tich air-fcuel ltti. An additional 2 haurs of operation or a slightly elevated jacket Coolant, rackier corrs; our, deg. F at open per coir .. . 60- 2 at
coolant tarperatwre, all other contditiara renaming on.~hangead wre requited. After 1.5 - 0.5
30 h6-,. of operation (28.2), the engine is hut down tor 30 minutes. Coolant out, rockt corer pressure, p.:.................... 5.0 - 0.5

Ait-fuel ratio ........................................ 13.0-* 0.5
Following a torkb-tor and spark plug change, oand adjnstmoent of certoin cooling system Carburetor, air temperature, deg. F ........................ O0 2
controls, rhe angina Is operated tar an odditionel 2 hours, under conditions of relatively Carburetor, air hu.midity, groins per lb. of city air ..... 80. 5
high engine speed end jacket coolant temoperature, and lean air-tel ratio. At the Cosbureter, pressure, in. water.......................... 0.1 tw0.3
conclusion of the tost, the nigine Is disossambled end risually inspected to datereslna gtowbty rate, ck t. Io F and 29.7 in.tMg .................. 0.6 0.1
the extent ot rust and carrosion fawood. Intake maonifold vacuumo, in.tg ........................... it 1.5

Exhaust back priessuire. in. water........................... 4-
3. SIGNIFICANCE Exhaust back pressur mox. differential, in.water ............ 0.2

Crankcase oil Filler tube .......................... nodl and plugged
3.1 method

Count test time front the tomsent when all of the above t .st conditions are obtained.
The test workead was designed to relate particularly to short-trip service unrder typical Following this 28-hour#i period of operation, operate the *,Vinm for?2 hours urder tie
winter conditions In the upper roidwestern United States. The eethad Is east useful sonet contditiotn aaoe except for the following changes:
In eal..ating the rusting charactetii of roor oils urder the abaset conditions. The
Field serrice lusting and Sequence IIC results, shown in Appendix A, Illuntrate theisittng Coolant, jacket out, deg. F............................ 120- 1
correlation of this test mtethod. Thert It evidence, however, that other service conditiots Coolant, jacket in, deg F.............................. 115 - I
mary significantly change on oil's rusting tendency. Coolant, crassor ort, deg. F........................... 119: 2

ake thse chang., fiont )1ID to )20 F .rtltn 3 raintrie.. The 3 minutes. r cosunted as
13 ')omuncation, relaing so the Sequence lIC test shosuld be addressed to test titte at 120 F.

Reserch L~aboratories, General Mater, Cerperatimi, Fuels & Lubricant Dept.,
12 Mile & Mound Reads, Warren, Michigan, 4609, Att R.M.Kobeol er N.A.lunted

3.2 Deposit Ratings 10.2 Sequence IIC T.reirrat

Rust ratings obtoined fron Seqsuence IIC tests indicate th tendency of ant oil to permit
the fannation of rupst and corrosion products which interfetre vith hydraulic ralve, lifter Following 30 hors oF operation, shut dawn the engine for 30 minutes to wok, adjusttrit,
end other close, tolerance parts e, wall ce contribute to general wroor problems. in cower coolant tmperature, to chantge corburirtes and to install a non, set of AC "S5

spark olugs. Immrediately following the 30-minutes shutdown and without oil drain. operate
3.3 Other Ratings the enginet far 2 hours order the following highs speed hot conaditions-

Theo unlsnes of other performance dote, such as wear, deposifts, etc., from this Speed, ql ....................................... 30 $" 20
method, hore not been etstablished. Load, hipl ....................... 100 2

Oil, into engine. after filter, all viscosities, deg. F......260: 2
3.4 Use Coolant, jocketlorr, deg. F ............................. 2W0: 2

jacket in, deg. F .............................. 190: 2
The test method is seful For wator oil specification acceptance. jacket Flow rate, glar ........................... 60: 1

hntoke crossosout, deg F ...................... '197 2
3.5 Validity boostther tub. out, dog Fat gpo..................19"9:2 at

3.0 : 0.5
The results ar significant only when all details of the procedure are Followed, rocket corer or., dog. F at give..................198: 2 of

pordover .................................. 1.5.-0.5
4. DEFINITIONS rocker, cover pressure, psi ........................ 5.0-0.5

Air-fuel ratio .......... I............................. 16.5: 0.5
See Gloesy of STP 315F. Carbusreter, air temperature, deg. F.......................680 2

air humridityr Faint; per lb of dryt air ............. 80 - 5
S. APPARATUS Fressure, introtr t.......................... 0. 1 to0. 3

Slowby rate, cheatf 100 dog F and 29.7 in. Hg...............2.2.!0.2
5.1 Tet [#Vinm CanfisErticin intae monifold vacuumn, In. Hq ........................... I 11 2.5

The tes wqim() (seeAppendx B) #4, havea 425 n.3 dipileahoest aback E paetttbrepr inixt ater.......... ......................30:
The ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~C tettra()Ce Apni )salha.a43i. lpfcnnaV y~der Emsheust beck pressure, teas. differenti, I.. 120 ........... 0.2

canflgurotion, a compression ratio of 10.25:1, and eqluipped mills a pea-wbrrel carlabsetar. Crankcase oil filler tube............................. reovwed and plugged
ITe erngine Is esuftd en the feet stand in a sonor eucl that the cerbw*Mtr m005051 is
flange to intake maifold I teefoce is herisentol. Test time is counted Iron the mossent when all of the above conditions are obtained

(is to 30 minutes moeslsout ore permitted far stabilization).

At 32 hotu of test time, the engine Is stopped (see Appendix E)oand the test Is
(24 19167 Ofdgabloe engine, part hsaobee 396122, he. been Poundol stthectary far Ibis terminated at this point.

B-i
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APPENDIX C

SEQUENCE VC

1. SCOPE 3. SIGMIfICAI(1

Thlis mRthod descr es n en1qie tet pbocedure that *evlzooes cmk.oss. -oto, 3.1 Method
oils 00th respeCt to sludge ard varnish dpMwiLts peoduC.d by ngine operation
under a Coi nt t low and midrange topertares. to tst also indi- Tlh test Nethod simulates a co ~atonst of low speed. low teperatre. "stopCit. the capacity of the oil to keep poeitive crankcase ventllation (PCVI . go* y .silvng and andeet. turnpike operation which proante sludge
fines cleaC and functioning properly. lnformtoi letters ere published by fomntio. ri0.d service Indicates that Roter ols which give good ratingsFord Motor coW"'y' to provid6 additional sew Informioto pertainlng to te i this test perform stisfactorIly with respect to engine cleanliness,test procedure. Test reproducblllty 'n reference kils. precisi-, end field ormletlon

data are shown in Appendlx 1H
2. SUMMA COr MET"HOD

SCnexi"IcatOns relating to this Sequence V-C test should be addessed to:This .Wthod uses a seguenre V-C Oil Test Engine and Parts nit" eis"d fros Fuel. and LbricInts Section. Feel Swienres Deprtnt, Scientific ORseach
Pord Motor Cpany. The teet eng'ne is cooplately disasemled, Cleaned. Staff, FO MOTOR COMPANY. p. O. Box 2053, Dearborn. Michigan 48121,
and rebuilt is . specified Manner. It is then instAlled an 5 dl t test Attention, R. J. MCCOnnC11 o, C. H. PRuf. For procureaent of anqint andstnd e:uipped with epproprite accessories for controlling speed, loa, and parts. see Appendix A.
other condti7ons. In is operated with certified s- fuel in three t .

During Stage I. lte engine is operated for 120 inoteS at high power output At the conclsion of the test, theis i opltlyd.with -derate oi1 and water teoperatires and a lean air/fuel ratio IA/P). engine is .diassenled soStage 11 operates for an additional 75 nute ,at hither oil n wete- deterune the etent of -ear sludgse, rih, end caIs deposits. In ad-
,tg u, oprae fo an adiioa 7Imntsa iir 1 ae e- dition. Clogging of the FCV -slo and oI s.reen are determined.perures. 'irina Staqe II, the engine is operated for 45 inutes et low

re, with low Oil and water tenperatuce8. and with a rich A/r. POu Cywlesearn of four hours douaon hr. r eado day until as rycles (192 engine Directions a s 16o Included for Multiple Sequence Tests where the engiow isoperating hours) ore accomwlated. prtially disas.obled. Inspected. ro.... blad. and rin for an additional
48 or 96 cycles (ee Section 131.

MIETHANOL-FUEL EFFECTS ON SPARK IGNITION LUILICATION AND WEAR

OPZWIWSG CONITIONS DURING STAGES OP EAH CYCLE

STAGIN

- - ktttal GAS COCNBAIIOOG dO asePtAL SLAfIOS
CONDITION I I(I

?lee. Mlsetee 120 7 .4S

teed. RM 2300 25 2500 0I I I I I I
,_-- \ IlS-08l-21l:.&d. bhp 86.6 t1 16.6 0 1 2.0 ! 0.5 8 - CO

-i 1 Gallery Tep., *r 175 ! 2 200 ± 2 120 ! ± T L 02

Presse, psi 45-40 45 -460 43 -40 7

Cooling Tim., minutes. mae. isI~

aster outlet, Pr 13 1 170 1 2 113 2
Test Limits

AT1t u- In)." 403 40613 6± 1 logos

-v - $al r O

IsICar... Temp., r0 S!

Hit. idity. Grains/lb o S 80 ? S 0 4 0

Pressuire, in. 1110 0.20.1 0.20T.1 0.2 1.1 as 40

_ _ _ __ \ tsa

-itake Va cm. in. Mg 4.S - 6.3 4.5 - 6.5 17 - 20 4 3 -- 6*\\

: ion Tinieg, .T-C 26 .o 24 6 " a J ;e- 00
11.6.f, 2. . .. o - 3.0 .o- ,2 o- ao" 2000

to t Back Presreim .0 /12.0 8.0 -12.0 0 - 3.0

taist cylisder 62 4 ' 0.7 Nait. I 1000
kMblymse s.1 C. ! 0.

cylder % 0
d '10 12 13 14 SIB 1 1. "" 1

AIR FU.L RATIO
iseft %02 0.3 1.8 5 0.3

.en 0.3 -. 0. See

Rih 02 1.8 v 0.3 1.8 0.3

COr 0. S 0.S mAX.

Ooti, Opertieg conditios shon are Intended to be id-rnq values.

c-i
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SEQUENCE VC (LEADED MS08) VERSUS
12,000-MILE FIELD TEST (UNLEADED AND LEADED)

Vehicle Test Conditions Vehicle Gasoline

351 CID 2V e Unleaded Gasoline
EGR s Same Plus 0.5g PblGal.
No Oil Drain

Sludge Correlation Data Varnish Correlation Data

Seq. VC Mild

.. 9. 9 "

Oil A/S,,V sav Oil /A =
50 S V 1 5ever 1

_M 8- . V

7e Oil C
u 7Oil A U

> r >"Oi O

4A 6 o 6
/ Oil BN -" &Av

5 6 7 8 9 10 5 6 7 8 9 10

Vehicle Sludge Rating Vehicle Varnish Rating

C-2



DISTRIBUTION LIST

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE CDR
US ARMY TANK-AUTOMOTIVE CMD

DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CTR ATTN DRSDA-NW (TWVMO) 1
CAMERON STATION 12 DRSTA-RG (MR HAMPARIAN) 1
ALEXANDRIA VA 22314 DRSTA-NS (DR PETRICK) 1

DRSTA-J 1
DEPT OF DEFENSE DRSTA-G (COL MILLS) I
ATTN: DASA(MRA&L)-ES(MR DYCKMAN) 1 DRSTA-M I
WASHINGTON DC 20301 DRSTA-GBP (MR MCCARTNEY) I

WARREN MI 48090
COMMANDER
DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGY DIRECTOR
ATTN DLA-SME (MRS P MCLAIN) 1 US ARMY MATERIAL SYSTEMS
CAMERON STATION ANALYSIS AGENCY
ALEXANDRIA VA 22314 ATTN DRXSY-CM 1

DRXSY-S I
COMMANDER DRXSY-L 1
DEFENSE FUEL SUPPLY CTR ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND MD 21005
ATTN: DFSC-T 1
CAMERON STA CDR
ALEXANDRIA VA 22314 US ARMY APPLIED TECH LAB

ATTN DAVDL-ATL-ATP (MR MORROW) I
COMMANDER DAVDL-ATL I
DEFENSE GENERAL SUPPLY CTR FORT EUSTIS VA 23604

ATTN: DGSC-SSA I
RICHMOND VA 23297 HQ, 172D INFANTRY BRIGADE (ALASKA)

ATTN AFZT-DI-L 1
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY AFZT-DI-M 1

DIRECTORATE OF INDUSTRIAL

HQ, DEPT OF ARMY OPERATIONS
ATTN: DALO-TSE 1 FT RICHARDSON AK 99505

DAMA-CSS-P (DR BRYANT) I
DAMA-ARZ (DR CHURCH) 1 CDR
DAMA-SMZ 1 US ARMY GENERAL MATERIAL &

WASHINGTON DC 20310 PETROLEUM ACTIVITY
ATTN STSGP-FT (MS GEORGE) I

CDR STSGP-PE 1
U.S. ARMY MOBILITY EQUIPMENT STSGP (COL HILL) 1

R&D COMMAND NEW CUMBERLAND ARMY DEPOT
Attn: DRDME-GL 10 NEW CUMBERLAND PA 17070
FORT BELVOIR VA 22060

CDR
CDR US ARMY ARRCOM, LOG ENGR DIR
US ARMY MATERIAL DEVEL&READINESS ATTN DRSAT-LEM (MR MENKE) 1

COMMAND ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL IL 61299
ATTN: DRCLDC (MR BENDER) 1

DRCMM-SP (LTC O'CONNER) 1 CDR
DRCQA-E (MR SMART) 1 US ARMY COLD REGION TEST CENTER
DRCDE-DG (MR MCGOWAN) 1 ATTN STECR-TA (MR HASLEM) 1
DRCIS-S (MR SPRAGUE) I APO SEATTLE 98733
DRCIS-C (LTC CROW) 1

5001 EISENHOWER AVE
ALEXANDRIA VA 22333

AFLRL No. 133
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CDR OFC OF PROJ MGR, IMPROVED TOW
US ARMY RES & STDZN GROUP VEHICLE

(EUROPE) US ARMY TANK-AUTOMOTIVE R&D CMD
ATTN DRXSN-E-RA ATTN DRCPM-ITV-T

BOX 65 WARREN MI 48090
FPO NEW YORK 09510

CDR
HQ, US ARMY AVIATION R&D CMD US ARMY EUROPE & SEVENTH ARMY
ATTN DRDAV-D (MR CRAWFORD) 1 ATTN AEAGC-FMD

DRDAV-N (MR BORGMAN) 1 APO NY 09403
DRDAV-E (MR LONG) 1

P 0 BOX 209 PROJ MGR, PATRIOT PROJ OFC
ST LOUIS MO 63166 ATTN DRCPM-MD-T-G

US ARMY DARCOM
CDR REDSTONE ARSENAL AL 35809
US ARMY FORCES COMMAND

ATTN AFLG-REG (MR HAMMERSTROM) 1 CDR
AFLG-POP (MR COOK) 1 THEATER ARMY MATERIAL MGMT

FORT MCPHERSON GA 30330 CENTER (200TH)

DIRECTORATE FOR PETROL MGMT
CDR ATTN AEAGD-MM-PT-Q (MR PINZOLA)
US ARMY ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND ZWEIBRUCKEN
ATTN STEAP-MT 1 APO NY 09052

STEAP-MT-U (MR DEAVER) I
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND MD 21005 CDR

US ARMY RESEARCH OFC
CDR ATTN DRXRO-EG
US ARMY YUMA PROVING GROUND DRXRO-CB (DR GHIRARDELLI)
ATTN STEYP-MT (MR DOEBBLER) I P 0 BOX 12211
YUMA AR 85364 RSCH TRIANGLE PARK NC 27709

MICHIGAN ARMY MISSILE PLANT DIR
OFC OF PROJ MGR, XM-1 TANK SYS US ARMY R&T LAB
ATTN DRCPM-GCM-S 1 ADVANCED SYSTEMS RSCH OFC
WARREN MI 48090 ATTN MR D WILSTED

AMES RSCH CTR
MICHIGAN ARMY MISSILE PLANT MOFFITT FIELD CA 94035
PROG MGR, FIGHTING VEHICLE SYS
ATTN DRCPM-FVS-SE CDR
WARREN MI 48090 TOBYHANNA ARMY DEPOT

ATTN SDSTO-TP-S
PROJ MGR, M60 TANK DEVELOPMENT TOBYHANNA PA 18466
ATTN DRCPM-M60-E 1
WARREN MI 48090 DIR

US ARMY MATERIALS & MECHANICS
PROG MGR, M113/MI13AI FAMILY RSCH CTR
OF VEHICLES ATTN DRXMR-EM

ATTN DRCPM-M113 WATERTOWN MA 02172
WARREN MI 48090

CDR
PROJ MGR, MOBILE ELECTRIC POWER US ARMY DEPOT SYSTEMS CMD
ATTN DRCPM-MEP-TM ATTN DRSDS
7500 BACKLICK ROAD CHAMBERSBURG PA 17201
SPRINGFIELD VA 22150

AFLRL No. 133
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CDR HQ
US ARMY WATERVLIET ARSENAL US ARMY TRAINING & DOCTRINE CMD
ATTN SARWY-RDD 1 ATTN ATCD-SL (MR RAFFERTY)
WATERVLIET NY 12189 FORT MONROE VA 23651

CDR DIRECTOR
US ARMY LEA US ARMY RSCH & TECH LAB (AVRADCOM)
ATTN DALO-LEP PROPULSION LABORATORY
NEW CUMBERLAND ARMY DEPOT ATTN DAVDL-PL-D (MR ACURIO) I
NEW CUMBERLAND PA 17070 21000 BROOKPARK ROAD

CLEVELAND OH 44135
CDR
US ARMY GENERAL MATERIAL & CDR

PETROLEUM ACTIVITY US ARMY NATICK RES & DEV CMD
ATTN STSGP-PW (MR PRICE) ATTN DRDNA-YEP (DR KAPLAN)
SHARPE ARMY DEPOT NATICK MA 01760
LATHROP CA 95330

CDR
CDR US ARMY TRANSPORTATION SCHOOL
US ARMY FOREIGN SCIENCE & TECH ATTN ATSP-CD-MS
CENTER FORT EUSTIS VA 23604

ATTN DRXST-MT 1
FEDERAL BLDG CDR
CHARLOTTESVILLE VA 22901 US ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

ATTN ATSM-CD-M 1
CDR ATSM-CTD-MS I
DARCOM MATERIAL READINESS ATSM-TNG-PT (COL VOLPE) I

SUPPORT ACTIVITY (MRSA) FORT LEE VA 23801
ATTN DRXMD-MS
LEXINGTON KY 40511 HQ, US ARMY ARMOR SCHOOL

ATTN ATSB-TD
HQ, US ARMY T&E COMMAND FORT KNOX KY 40121
ATTN DRSTE-TO-O 1
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD 21005 CDR

US ARMY LOGISTICS CTR
HQ, US ARMY ARMAMENT R&D CMD ATTN ATCL-MS (MR A MARSHALL)
ATTN DRDAR-SCM-OO (MR MUFFLEY) 1 FORT LEE VA 23801

DRDAR-TST-S 1
DOVER NJ 07801 CDR

US ARMY FIELD ARTILLERY SCHOOL
HQ, US ARMY TROOP SUPPORT & ATTN ATSF-CD
AVIATION MATERIAL READINESS FORT SILL OK 73503
COMMAND

ATTN DRSTS-MFG (2) 1 CDR
DRCPO-PDE (LTC FOSTER) 1 US ARMY ORDNANCE CTR & SCHOOL

4300 GOODFELLOW BLVD ATTN ATSL-CTD-MS
ST LOUIS MO 63120 ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND MD 21005

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY CDR
CONSTRUCTION ENG RSCH LAB US ARMY ENGINEER SCHOOL
ATTN CERL-EM ATTN ATSE-CDM
P 0 BOX 4005 FORT BELVOIR VA 22060
CHAMPAIGN IL 61820

AFLRL No. 133
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CDR CDR
US ARMY INFANTRY SCHOOL NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
ATTN ATSH-CD-MS-M ATTN CODE 6170 (MR H RAVNER)
FORT BENNING GA 31905 CODE 6180

CODE 6110 (DR HARVEY)
CDR WASHINGTON DC 20375
US ARMY AVIATION CTR & FT RUCKER
ATTN ATZQ-D 1 CDR
FORT RUCKER AL 36362 NAVAL FACILITIES ENGR CTR

ATTN CODE 1202B (MR R BURRIS)
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY CODE 120B (MR BUSCHELMAN)

200 STOVALL ST
CDR ALEXANDRIA VA 22322
NAVAL AIR PROPULSION CENTER
ATTN PE-71 1 CHIEF OF NAVAL RESEARCH

PE-72 (MR D'ORAZIO) 1 ATTN CODE 473 (DR R MILLER)
P 0 BOX 7176 ARLINGTON VA 22217
TRENTON NJ 06828

CDR

CDR NAVAL AIR ENGR CENTER
NAVAL SHIP ENGINEERING CTR ATTN CODE 92727
CODE 6101F (MR R LAYNE) LAKEHURST NJ 08733
WASHINGTON DC 20362

CDR
CDR NAVY FACILITIES ENGRG CMD
DAVID TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP R&D CTR CIVIL ENGR SUPPORT OFC
CODE 2830 (MR G BOSMAJIAN) 1 CODE 15312A (ATTN EOC COOK)
CODE 2831 1 NAVAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION CTR
ANNAPOLIS MD 21402 PORT HUENEME CA 93043

JOINT OIL ANALYSIS PROGRAM - CDR, NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND
TECHNICAL SUPPORT CTR 1 ATTN MAT-08T3 (DR A ROBERTS)

BLDG 780 CP6, RM 606
NAVAL AIR STATION WASHINGTON DC 20360
PENSACOLA FL 32508

CDR
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY NAVY PETROLEUM OFC
HQ, US MARINE CORPS ATTN CODE 40
ATTN LPP (MAJ SANBERG) 1 CAMERON STATION

LMM (MAJ GRIGGS) I ALEXANDRIA VA 22314
WASHINGTON DC 20380

CDR
CDR MARINE CORPS LOGISTICS SUPPORT
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS CMD BASE ATLANTIC
ATTN CODE 52032E (MR WEINBURG) 1 ATTN CODE P841

CODE 53645 1 ALBANY GA 31704
WASHINGTON DC 20361

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
CDR
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CTR HQ, USAF
ATTN CODE 60612 (MR L STALLINGS) 1 ATTN RDPT
WARMINSTER PA 18974 WASHINGTON DC 20330
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HQ AIR FORCE SYSTE24S CMD US DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
ATTN AFSC/DLF (LTC RADLOF) 1 BARTLESVILLE ENERGY RSCH CTR
ANDREWS AFB MD 20334 DIV OF PROCESSING & THERMO RES 1

DIV OF UTILIZATION RES 1
CDR BOX 1398
US AIR FORCE WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL BARTLESVILLE OK 74003
LAB

ATTN AFWAL/POSF (MR CHURCHILL) 1 SCI & TECH INFO FACILITY
AFWAL/POSL (MR JONES) 1 ATTN NASA REP (SAK/DL) 1

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB OH 45433 P 0 BOX 8757
BALTIMORE/WASH INT AIRPORT MD 21240

CDR
USAF SAN ANTONIO AIR LOGISTICS NASA-LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
CTR ATTN: MR. R.P. MIGRA 1

ATTN SAALC/SFQ (MR MAKRIS) 1 MR. G.M. PROK
SAALC/MMPRR (MR ELLIOT) I MAIL STOP 500/122

KELLY AIR FORCE BASE, TX 78241 21000 BROOKPARK ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44135

CDR
US AIR FORCE WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

LAB BARTLESVILLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
ATTN AFWAL/MLSE (MR MORRIS) 1 CENTER

AFWAL/MLBT 1 ATTN: MR. J.E. ALLSUP
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB OH 45433 P.O. BOX 1398

BARTLESVILLE, OK 74003
CDR
USAF WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC OTHER AGENCIES

CTR
ATTN WR-ALC/MMIRAB-I (MR GRAHAM) I KUELLAR ASSOCIATES, INC.
ROBINS AFB GA 31098 ATTN: MR. T.J. TIMBARIO

1900 SULPHUR SPRING ROAD
OTHER GOVERMENT AGENCIES BALTIMORE, MD 21227

US DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE
ATTN AIRCRAFT DESIGN CRITERIA ATTN: MR. JOHN RUSSELL
BRANCH 2 MR. J.D. TOSH 1

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMIN POST OFFICE DRAWER 28510
2100 2ND ST SW 6220 CULEBRA ROAD
WASHINGTON DC 20590 SAN ANTONIO, TX 78284

US DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY COORDINATING RESEARCH COUNCIL
ALTERNATIVE FUELS UTILIZATION ATTN: MR. A.E. ZENGAL
BRANCH 219 PARAMETER CENTER PARKWAY

ATTN: MR. E.E. ECKLUND 1 ATLANTA, GA 30346
MR. R.D. FLEMING 1

MAIL CODE 5H-044 SYSTEMS CONTROL, INC.
FORRESTAL BUILDING ATTN: MR. R. CARLSON
WASHINGTON DC 20585 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

421 EAST CERRITOS AVENUE
DIRECTOR ANEHEIM, CA 92805
NATL MAINTENANCE TECH SUPPORT

CTR 2 AEROSPACE CORPORATION
US POSTAL SERVICE ATTN: MR. R.D. RAYMOND
NORMAN OK 73069 SUITE 4000

L'ENFANT PLAZA, SW

WASHINGTON, DC 20024
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SUNTECH GROUP
ATTN: P.S. MYERS ATTN: A.F. TALBOT
DEPT. OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING P.O. BOX 1135
750 UNIVERSITY AVENUE MARCUS HOOK, PA 19061
MADISON, WI 53706

PENN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI - ROLLA ATTN: MR. S.S. LESTZ
ATTN: R.T. JOHNSON MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPT.-302
MECHNICAL ENGINEERING DEPT. UNIVERSITY PARK, PA 16802
ROLLA, MO 65401

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA ATTN: T.R. LALK
ATTN: R.K. PEFLEY 1 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPT.
DEPT. OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING COLLEGE STATION, TX 77843
SANTA CLARA, CA 95053
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